Zhane’ is my name

- I am 14 years old and 5’5"
- My birthday is August 28th
- I am going to the 10th grade
- I have one brother on my mom’s side of the family and I have one sister and 2 brothers on my dad’s side of the family.
- I am a cheerleader
- I have one friend who I’ve known since 6th grade who I am good friends with and we ended up being related
- I go to Taylor Allderdice high school
- My favorite food is chipotle
- I like watching Youtube when I’m bored and Queen naija is a good youtuber
Work log

1. Surveying stores
2. Writing in paper form then into a spreadsheet
3. Sorting the data
4. Sorted data by which stores sale tobacco and which don’t
5. Deleted extra unnecessary data
6. Started data mapping on the computer and plotted the points on a graph
7. Made a line to connect my points in the way i walked to get to the stores
8. I made columns on my map based on the questions that were asked on the survey in which i thought were most important

https://zhanei44.carto.com/builder/859c744f-9cec-4b3e-b09e-1bbc4de684c5/embed

Why is smoking a really bad idea for anybody, especially for youth?
Smoking is a bad idea because the people who smoke actually are leaving a harmful smoke in their body from smoking cigarettes and the more they smoke the more harmful smoke is being left in their body

https://zhanei44.carto.com/builder/127d497b-5748-485b-b51a-ecbeb124c73f/embed

How Smoking 30 Packs of Cigarettes Wrecks Your Lungs • You Must See This!